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Abstract— Impact-invariant control is a general framework
for adapting model-based controllers for robots undergoing
impacts. The framework projects the tracking objectives into
a subspace that is invariant to impact forces, thus resulting
in a controller that is robust to uncertainties in the impact
event while minimally sacrificing control authority. In this
work, we apply impact-invariant control to a SLIP-inspired
running controller for the bipedal robot Cassie. This, to our
knowledge is the first example of a model-based running
controller demonstrated on hardware for Cassie. We detail our
controller framework and the effect of the impact-invariant
projection on the stability of the controller.
Paper Type – Original Work

I. INTRODUCTION

There has recently been considerable progress on walking
controllers for bipedal robots demonstrating full use of the
passive dynamics [1] and impressive robustness [2]. While
walking is a suitable locomotive gait in most scenarios,
exploration of more dynamic gaits is necessary to unlock
the full locomotive potential of bipedal robots.

Running not only enables movement at higher speeds,
but also generally results in more efficient motions at those
speeds [3]. While running has been demonstrated on many
bipedal robotic platforms including MABEL [4], ATRIAS
[5], as well as Atlas from Boston Dynamics, running has not
yet been demonstrated on the 3D bipedal robot Cassie except
through reinforcement learning (RL) [6]. Cassie presents a
particularly challenging control problem when the motion
includes an aerial phase, because its relatively low inertia
pelvis coupled with a high degree of underactuation makes
it difficult to stabilize.

Model-based controllers should in principle be well suited
for designing running motions because they have the ability
to directly incorporate known model details and specify
desired behaviors in an intuitive manner. However, model-
based controllers are often brittle to model uncertainties as
they assume perfect knowledge of the robot dynamics. One
particularly sensitive source of model uncertainty is at the
impact event, where the robot undergoes rapid changes to its
velocity over a short period of time. Our recent work [9] has
shown that projecting the robot state to an impact-invariant
subspace enables controllers to avoid providing erroneous
feedback commands caused by sensitivity to the impact event
while minimally sacrificing control authority. In that previous
work, we demonstrate the benefits of the projection on
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Fig. 1. Gait tiles of the bipedal robot Cassie executing a running gait in
a controlled laboratory setting.

improving the tracking performance on walking and jumping
motions.

In this work, we incorporate the impact-invariant projec-
tion into an inverse dynamics running controller with a SLIP-
inspired pelvis trajectory and Raibert footstep regulator as the
footstep planner. In doing so, we showcase the benefits of
the impact-invariant projection on a more dynamic gait.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Demonstration of the first model-based running con-

troller for the bipedal robot Cassie
• Analysis of the effect of impact-invariant projection on

a dynamic running gait
We describe the robot model and give an overview of

impact-invariant control in II. We discuss the model-based
controller formulation, including the generation of the ref-
erence trajectories, in III. The running controller is then
implemented on the physical robot and the effects of the
projection are shown in IV. Finally, comments about the
successes and limitations of this controller are discussed in
V.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Model Dynamics

Cassie is a 3D bipedal robot with built-in compliance
located in the knee and ankle springs. We model Cassie’s
dynamics using conventional Lagrangian rigid body dynam-
ics. The robot’s state x ∈ R45 = [q; v] contains the robot’s
positions q ∈ R23 and velocities v ∈ R22 and is expressed
in generalized floating-base coordinates. The dynamics are



derived using the Euler-Lagrange equation and expressed in
the manipulator equation:

M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇) + g(q) = Bu+ Jλ(q)Tλ, (1)

where M ∈ R22×22 is the mass matrix, C and g are
the Coriolis and gravitational forces respectively, B is the
actuator matrix that maps the vector of actuator inputs
u ∈ R10 to generalized forces, and Jλ and λ ∈ R14 are
the Jacobian of the holonomic constraints and corresponding
constraint forces respectively. The Jacobian of the holonomic
constraints includes the Jacobian for the loop closure con-
straint of the knee linkages present on each leg Jh as well as
the Jacobian for the contact constraint of the current stance
leg Jc.

B. Impact Invariant Control

Controllers for legged robots are often sensitive to impact
events, due to the presence of large contact forces resolving
in a relatively short period of time leading to highly uncertain
velocity signals. Prior solutions often used heuristics-based
methods such as blending or reducing feedback gains to
avoid overreacting to these velocities. While these methods
can be effective at reducing sensitivity, they sacrifice control
authority to do so.

Impact-invariant control [9] is an extension applied to
model-based controllers that enables robustness to uncer-
tainty in both the timing and duration of impact events,
while minimally sacrificing control authority. Prior work on
walking and jumping has shown it improves tracking near
impact.

The extension revolves around a projection of the robot
state into the nullspace of M−1JTλ , which maps contact
forces into generalized accelerations. The basis P (q) ∈
R(n−c)×n for the impact-invariant space is defined as

P (q̇ − q̇−) = 0 = PM−1JTλ Λ, (2)

such that the projected state is constant to any unknown
contact force or even absent contact force.

This projection can be applied directly to the robot state.
Alternatively, for more complex inverse dynamics based
controllers, the projection can be applied directly to the
tracking objectives, provided they are a function of the
robot state. This is accomplished by solving a least squares
problem to find a correction that projects the output velocities
discussed later in III-B.

III. CONTROLLER FORMULATION

A. Controller Formulation

We use an operational space controller (OSC) to track
desired outputs that produce the running motion. An OSC
is an inverse dynamics controller that tracks a set of task
or output space accelerations by solving for dynamically
consistent inputs, ground reaction forces, and generalized
accelerations [10] [11].

Our formulation, described in detail in our previous work
[9], is summarized here. For an output position y(q) =
φ(q) and corresponding output velocity ẏ = Jy(q)q̇, where

Jy(q) = ∂φ
∂q , the commanded output accelerations ÿcmd are

calculated from the feedforward reference accelerations ÿdes
with PD regulation:

ÿcmd = ÿdes +Kp(ydes − y)−Kd(ẏdes − ẏ) (3)

The objective of the OSC is then to produce dynamically
feasible output accelerations ÿ given by:

ÿ = J̇y q̇ + Jy q̈,

such that the instantaneous output accelerations of the robot
are as close to the commanded output accelerations as
possible. This controller objective is written as the following
optimization problem:

min
u,λ,q̈

Jθ(u, λ, q̈) (4)

subject to: Dynamic Constraint (5)
Holonomic Constraints (6)

Friction Cone Constraints, (7)

where Jθ is a combination of the instantaneous tracking error
and regularization terms

Jθ(u, λ, q̈) =

N∑
i

(ÿi − ÿicmd
)TWi(ÿi − ÿicmd

)

+ regularization terms. (8)

This optimization problem can be formulated as a quadratic
program (QP) and be solved efficiently.

B. Projecting General Outputs to the Impact Invariant Space

To project general outputs to an impact-invariant space,
we solve the following optimization problem:

min
λ

∥∥ẏdes − Jy(q̇ +M−1JTλ λ)
∥∥
2

(9)

subject to: Jh(q̇ +M−1JTλ λ) = 0 (10)

This applies a correction to the generalized velocities q̇ that
minimizes the tracking error in the output velocities, under
the condition that the correction lies within the set of feasible
velocities that could result from a contact impulse λ. With
some manipulation, this can be formulated as a least squares
problem and the optimal λ can be solved for implicitly
with the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse denoted by (·)†. The
projected output velocity error, ẏproj , can then be found as:

ẏproj = ẏdes − Jy q̇ − JyM−1JTλ λ, (11)

This projected error ẏproj is then used in place of the original
output velocity error ẏdes − ẏ in (3).

C. Finite State Machine

We use a time-based finite state machine (FSM) to specify
the active contact mode and generate the clock signal for
the reference trajectories. We use a fixed frequency finite
state machine in our implementation; however, variable step
timings can be prescribed in this framework as well. The set
of finite states is {LS, LF, RS, RF}, L and R correspond to
the left and right legs respectively and S and F correspond



Fig. 2. Key elements of the running controller diagram.

Fig. 3. Foot positions in the associated contact modes for a snapshot of
an experiment on the physical robot. Note, due to state estimator drift, the
vertical position of the foot when on the ground is not at 0.

to Stance and Flight. We distinguish between the two air
phases {LF, RF} even though they are governed by the same
dynamics in order to prescribe of different tracking priorities
for the different legs.

This FSM is also used to determine when the impact-
invariant projection is active. In a small window of duration
T before and after the nominal impact is anticipated, i.e.
during the transition from LF to RS and from RF to LS, we
blend in the correction using a continuous scalar function
α(t) to avoid introducing additional discontinuities. The
scalar function is given by:

α(t) = 1− exp(
−(t− tswitch + T )

τ
), (12)

where tswitch is the nominal impact time according to the
FSM, and τ is the time constant.

D. Tracking Objectives
The vector of tracking objectives are the virtual SLIP

length LSLIP ∈ R, the feet positions yL, yR ∈ R3, the pelvis
orientation ψ ∈ SO(3), the foot angles φL, φR ∈ R, and
finally the hip yaw joints βL, βR ∈ R. LSLIP is defined as
the distance between the pelvis and current stance foot and
the foot positions yL, yR are defined relative to the pelvis,
expressed in the world frame.

During left stance (LS), the active vector of tracking
objectives is [LSLIP , yR, ψ, φR, βR]T ∈ R9. For right stance

(RS), the tracking objectives are the same, just flipped for
the other leg.

During the aerial modes LF, RF, the active tracking
objectives are [yL, yR, ψ, βL, βR, φL, φR] ∈ R13. Note, the
dimension of the tracking objectives in flight, 13, is greater
than the total degrees of actuation, 10. Therefore, during
flight, the control formulation is over specified and perfect
tracking cannot be achieved. We chose to leave the problem
overspecified as opposed to leaving out either the pelvis
orientation ψ or one of the foot positions y because we
found that trading off multiple tracking objectives led to
better performance on hardware.

E. Reference Trajectory Generation

The OSC supports the tracking of any differentiable ref-
erence trajectory. For example, in prior work, a jumping
controller was constructed using target trajectories computed
through offline trajectory optimization. Similar methods of
computing offline reference trajectories with trajectory opti-
mization in order to construct a gait library were attempted
in the process of developing this running controller.

Ultimately, we chose to use simple well-known models
(SLIP) and heuristics (Raibert stepping [12]) to generate the
reference trajectories. The trajectories generated with these
simple heuristics were trivial to compute and resulted in
stable and natural looking running motions.

1) SLIP-inspired pelvis trajectory: Inspired by the exten-
sive literature on SLIP, we use a SLIP-like reference for the
pelvis motion during stance {LS, RS}. We achieve this by
anchoring the pelvis to a damped spring model using the
OSC gains and setting the spring rest length L, defined as
the distance between the pelvis and the current stance foot,
as a constant target output.

ÿSLIP,cmd = Kp(L− ySLIP ) +Kd(ẏSLIP ) (13)

Note, this is not formulated exactly SLIP, which has dynam-
ics:

ÿSLIP =
k

m
(L− ySLIP ) + rγ̇2 − g, (14)

where L is the rest length, k/m is the spring constant, and
γ is the angle of the leg relative to the ground. In particular



the radial and gravitational components are missing from
our formulation. We choose not to track the SLIP dynamics
because that would result in two sets of gains (one for SLIP
dynamics, and one for OSC to converge to the reference
trajectory)

2) Footstep trajectories: Regulating the global velocity is
achieved through foot placement. While there are possible
variations for choosing where to place the foot [13] [2], the
basic principle behind all the stepping strategies is stepping
in the direction that you are falling. We choose to regulate
the running velocity by planning footsteps with the widely
recognized Raibert footstep control law [12]:

yft :=

yft,xyft,y
yft,z

 =

Kx(vdes,x − vx)
Ky(vdes,y − vy)

−L

 , (15)

where K are the Raibert stepping gains, vdes are the desired
velocities as commanded by the operator, and v is the current
velocity computed by the state estimator. x and y in this
context denote the sagittal and lateral directions respectively.
yft then defines the target footstep location relative to the
pelvis.

With the end footstep location specified, we can generate
a trajectory for the swing foot given its initial position
at liftoff to the final desired location. We specify all the
reference trajectories as piecewise cubic polynomials, so with
the additional degrees of freedom we add a waypoint so
that the trajectory roughly resembles the swing leg retraction
policy observed in both numerical optimization [14] [15] and
biology [16].

3) Turning: The desired pelvis orientation is specified as
the identity quaternion in the absence of operator commands.
To implement turning, we simply offset the desired orien-
tation from the current orientation in the direction of the
command.

IV. RESULTS

The optimization problem (4) is solved using OSQP. State
estimation is implemented using a contact-aided invariant
EKF [17], where contact is detected using the deflection of
the physical leaf springs. The state estimator returns state
feedback information at 2 kHz, whereas the OSC runs at 1
kHz. The controller gains were first tuned in the Drake [18]
simulator and additional tuning was later done on hardware.
In our preliminary formulation, we are able to successfully
achieve stable running, albeit in a limited range of velocity
commands. The controller gains used on hardware are given
in Table I.

TABLE I
RELEVANT CONTROLLER PARAMETERS

Controller Parameters Value
Stance Duration (s) 0.30
Flight Duration (s) 0.10

Raibert Stepping Gains (Kx,Ky) 0.3, 0.6
SLIP (Kp,Kd) 65, 5

Projection duration (s) 0.05

Fig. 4. A feedback controller that reacts the feedback error as typically used
(blue) would react erroneously to the spikes in error near the impact events
and apply efforts that may harm tracking performance. When the error is
projected using the impact-invariant projection (yellow), the sensitivity to
the impact events is greatly reduced.

A. Feedback signal with impact-invariant projection
To illustrate the benefits of the impact-invariant projection,

we plot the velocity feedback terms in Figure 4. Due to
uncertainty in the impact timing, duration, and magnitude,
the error ẏdes − ẏ often spikes. These errors often dissipate
quickly, and thus reacting only to the projected error allows
for much more stable feedback.

V. DISCUSSION

We successfully implemented running on the 3D bipedal
robot Cassie, a task thus far only accomplished using rein-
forcement learning methods.

Our controller formulation was surprisingly simple, using
methods and heuristics developed or observed decades
prior. These results are still preliminary, with only a few
iterations of hardware tuning, thus our current controller
is only stable in a small range of commanded velocities.
Oscillations from the physical springs are a obstacle to the
tracking performance, and precise velocity regulation has
not been achieved. However, we believe additional tuning
can resolve these issues. Future work includes variable step
timings and constraints on the footstep locations.
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